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Significance of KIT exon 17 mutation depends on mutant level
rather than positivity in core-binding factor acute myeloid
leukemia
W Jang1,2, J-H Yoon3, J Park1,2, GD Lee2, J Kim2, A Kwon2, H Choi2, K Han1, CH Nahm4, H-J Kim3, W-S Min3, M Kim1,2,5 and Y Kim1,2,5

KIT exon 17 mutation is a poor prognostic factor in core-binding factor acute myeloid leukemia. However, the mutation detection
method used for risk assessment is not assigned. It is necessary to verify the analytical and clinical performance before applying
new methods. Herein, we firstly applied a highly sensitive allele-specific, real-time quantitative PCR (AS-qPCR) assay to analyze KIT
mutations, which demonstrated excellent sensitivity and specificity. Much higher incidence of KIT mutations (62.2%, 69/111) and
prevalence of multiple mutations (43.5%, 30/69) were observed using AS-qPCR, which meant the existence of multiple KIT mutant
subclones. The relative KIT mutant level was variable (median, 0.3 per control allele 100 copies, 0.002–532.7) and was divided into
two groups: high (⩾10, n= 26) and low (o10) mutant level. Interestingly, rather than mutation positivity, mutant level was found to
be associated with clinical outcome. High mutant level showed significantly inferior overall survival (P= 0.005) and event-free
survival (P= 0.03), whereas low level did not influence the prognosis. The follow-up data showed that the mutant level were along
with fusion transcripts in the majority (n= 29), but moved separately in some cases, including the loss of mutations (n= 5) and
selective proliferation of minor clones (n= 2) at relapse. This study highlighted that the KIT mutation should be analyzed using
sensitive and quantitative techniques and set a cutoff level for identifying the risk group.
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INTRODUCTION
Core-binding factor acute myeloid leukemia (CBF AML) constitutes
~ 17% of AML1 and has a favorable prognosis because outcome
is better than for other subtypes of AML. However, CBF AML is
reclassified as the intermediate-risk category when accompanied
with the KIT mutation. Various methods have been used to detect
common mutations in the KIT gene including direct sequencing,
PCR fragment analysis, denaturing high-performance liquid
chromatography, pyrosequencing, melting-curve analysis and
allele-specific PCR.2-7 KIT mutations are reported to occur in CBF
AML patients at frequencies ranging from 17 to 46%.2–9

A mutation-based PCR using a quenching probe provides greater
sensitivity than direct sequencing does for detecting KIT muta-
tions; detection rate of KIT mutations at initial presentation is
reportedly boosted from 19.2 to 46.2%, and it is important for
predicting prognosis for t(8;21).6 It is expected that sensitive
detection methods result in an increased positive rate. The broad
range of mutation positivity in previous reports reflects the
different methods used to detect the mutations. Because KIT
mutations already have relevance risk stratification of CBF AML,
there is a concern regarding whether or not the low allele level
detected by a highly sensitive technique has the same clinical
significance as KIT mutations detected by previously used
methods. If the prognosis depends on the mutant level, and not
only on the presence or absence of mutations, the KIT mutation

should be analyzed using sensitive and quantitative techniques to
set a cutoff level to identify the real risk group.
Treatment responsiveness of leukemic cells with KIT mutations

is another important point. Follow-up after treatments for
CBF AML is accompanied by analyses of hematologic findings
and monitoring of fusion transcripts such as RUNX1-RUNX1T1 and
CBFB-MYH11.10–12 It is not recommended to use the KIT mutation
as a monitoring marker because KIT mutations are heterogeneous
and function as a second hit in accordance with fusion transcripts.
However, the observation of the changes in KIT mutations after
treatment is necessary for understanding the biological behavior
of the leukemic cells with or without KIT mutations, especially in
minor clones, and for preparing for advancements in therapeutic
approaches.
In this study, we developed an allele-specific, real-time quantita-

tive PCR (AS-qPCR) assay and evaluated its performance for detection
of KIT mutations in CBF AML. We further tried to analyze the clinical
significance of KITmutations in CBF AML according to allele level and
to understand the changes of mutations after treatment.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
Patients
A total of 111 CBF AML patients diagnosed between April 2009 and July
2013 were included in the study. Diagnosis of CBF AML was determined
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according to the 2008 World Health Organization classifications. We
confirmed all CBF AML with chromosomal analysis and additional reverse
transcriptase-PCR (RT-PCR) and/or qPCR. All patients were treated
with remission induction chemotherapy according to our standard
protocol, consisting of ‘3+7’ idarubicin plus BHAC (N4-behenoyl-1-β-D-
arabinofuranosylcytosine) or cytosine arabinoside. After complete remis-
sion (CR) achievement, patients underwent one or two more cycles of
standard consolidation chemotherapy that consisted of ‘3+5’mitoxantrone
(12 mg/m2 intravenously) plus intermediate dose cytosine arabinoside
(1.0 g/m2 intravenously) or idarubicin (12 mg/m2) plus intermediate dose
cytosine arabinoside alternatively up to two cycles. If an available donor
was found during consolidation, patients were treated with allogeneic
hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT). If the patient did not have
an available allogeneic donor, we gave an autologous HSCT. There were 68
male and 43 female subjects. The median age was 44 years (range, 18–72
years) and median follow-up was 19.8 months from initial presentation
(range, 0–63.2 months). Of these, 74 had t(8;21) AML and 37 had inv(16)
AML. Paired DNA samples at disease relapse or follow-up bone marrow
(BM) samples after treatment were available from 36 patients. According to
the Declaration of Helsinki, all patients in this study provided written
informed consent for genetic analyses, and the study protocol was
approved by the Institutional Review Board of Seoul St Mary’s Hospital, The
Catholic University of Korea.

Screening test for detection of KIT mutations
All DNA samples extracted from the BM were initially screened for D816V,
D816H, D816Y and N822K mutations of KIT by allele-specific real-time PCR
assay (Real-Q KIT Screening Kit; BioSewoom, Seoul, Korea). Positive samples
were genotyped using the Real-Q KIT Genotyping Kit (BioSewoom) for
discrimination of each mutation.

AS-qPCR for KIT mutations
We have developed a novel AS-qPCR assay for detecting KIT exon 17
mutations. Primers and probes for AS-qPCR of KIT exon 17 mutations were
designed with a common reverse primer and a single probe for D816V,
D816H, D816Y and N822K mutation reactions. The forward primer specific
for the mutant allele was designed using the amplification refractory
mutation system principle.13 The minor groove-binding non fluorescent
quencher probe for KIT D816V, D816H, D816Y and N822K was fluorescently
labeled with VIC on the 5′ end. An AS-qPCR was performed in the ABI 7500
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) with an initial step at 50℃ for
2 min and 95℃ for 10 min, followed by 40 cycles of 15 s at 95℃ and 45 s
at 63℃. Each reaction mix contained a coamplified internal reference
primer, which amplified a mutation-unspecific region of the KIT gene (exon
2). All DNA samples were analyzed in duplicate and negative and positive
control samples were used for each run.
Standard curves were generated from calibrators constructed by cloning

the target DNA into plasmids. Calibrators containing 102, 103, 104, 105 and
106 gene copies were prepared for D816V, D816H, N822K and control
alleles (103, 104, 105, 106 and 107 gene copies for D816Y). For each run,
mutant and control allele plasmid DNA-based standard curves were
generated, and actual copy numbers were determined for both the mutant
allele and the control allele. The relative mutant level was expressed as a
ratio of the two populations (mutant allele copies/100 control allele
copies).

Analytical performance
Specificity was evaluated using DNA samples derived from 100 normal
donors14 and no false positivity was identified. Standard material was
produced to evaluate the analytical performance of AS-qPCR of KIT
mutation using a cloned plasmid DNA containing PCR amplification
product from patient DNA bearing KIT exon 17 mutations. Analytical
sensitivity was defined as the minimal proportion of mutant DNA that
could consistently be detected with a 95% confidence interval using 10-
fold serial dilutions of mutant plasmid DNA. Ten independent runs with
triplicates of each sample were performed.The limit of detection was
calculated by probit analysis at 95% detection level; D816V, 43.4 copies per
μl; D816H, 13.8 copies per μl; D816Y, 168.9 copies per μl; and N822K, 1.7
copies per μl. A strict linear correlation was observed in dilutions ranging
from 102 to 106 copies for D816V, D816H and N822K, and from 103 to 107

copies for D816Y. The correlation coefficient (R2) in this range was close to
1 (range 0.998–1.0; Supplementary Figure S1).

Clinical validation of AS-qPCR
The results from AS-qPCR assay was validated by melting-cure analysis,
which is a sensitive method to detect KIT mutations with 5–10%
sensitivity.15 Discrepant results were observed in samples with low mutant
allele level; AS-qPCR-positive/melting-curve analysis-negative. In those
samples, pyroseqeuncing and mutant enrichment with 3′-modified
oligonucleotides PCR (MEMO-PCR) were used to confirm the KITmutations.

Melting-curve analysis for the detection of exon 17 mutations. Melting-
curve analysis based on real-time PCR was capable of detecting four
mutation types (D816V, D816Y, D816H and N822K) using EvaGreen as the
intercalating dye. The PCR program consisted of an initial preheating at
95℃ for 10 min to activate the Taq DNA polymerase, followed by 40
amplification cycles that consisted of a denaturation step at 95℃ for 15 s
and an annealing step at 66℃ for 45 s. After PCR, melting-curve analysis
was started at 60℃ up to 95℃ with slope of 0.1℃/s and continuous
detection of fluorescence at channel 530. Melting-curve analyses
performed after PCR showed a peak at 83 ± 1 ℃ corresponding to the
internal control, and peaks at 74 ± 1 and 76.5 ± 1 ℃ corresponding to D816
and N822 mutations, respectively.

Pyrosequencing and MEMO-PCR. Pyrosequencing was performed using
biotinylated PCR products. All primers were designed using the
Pyrosequencing Assay Design Software (Biotage AB and Biosystems,
Uppsala, Sweden; Supplementary Table S1). Products were sequenced on a
PyroMark ID system (Biotage AB and Biosystems) using PyroMark Q96
reagents and protocols (Qiagen).
MEMO-PCR amplification was performed using two generic primers and

one additional primer to enrich the mutant alleles of the KIT gene.16 The
additional primer was designed to include the KIT mutation site to overlap
with generic sense primer. The sequencing was performed on an ABI
3730xl DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) with BigDye Terminator v.3.1
(Applied Biosystems) and generic primer.

Cloning. To investigate whether the two KIT mutations (D816 and N822)
were on the same or different leukemic cells, we adopted an allele-specific
cloning and sequencing approach in two patients carrying double KIT exon
17 mutations. PCR amplification of exon 17 containing both mutation sites
was performed with specific oligonucleotide primers (Supplementary
Table S1).17 The cloning was performed with the use of the TOPO-TA
Cloning Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and direct sequencing was
performed on plasmid DNA obtained from at least 20 isolated clones for
each sample.

Other molecular analyses
Detection of KIT exon 8 mutations was performed by direct sequencing.4

Internal tandem duplication of FLT3 gene (FLT3-ITD) and mutations in
tyrosine kinase domain (FLT3-TKD) were determined using conventional
PCR according to the previous study.18 NPM1 exon 12 mutations were
determined by Sanger sequencing. RUNX1-RUNX1T1 and CBFβ-MYH11 were
detected by the multiplex RT-PCR assay and quantified by RT-qPCR. Results
were expressed as a (fusiongene/Abelson gene (ABL1)) transcript ratio.

Definition of clinical end points
Achievement of CR was defined as a normocellular BM containing o5%
leukemic blasts, and no evidence for circulating blasts and/or extra-
medullary leukemia (neutrophils 1500/μl and platelets 4100 000/μl in
peripheral blood). Relapse was defined as reoccurrence of 45% of
leukemic blasts in BM, reappearance of circulating blasts or the
development of extramedullary leukemia.19 Overall survival (OS) was
defined as the time from diagnosis to death or date last known alive.
Event-free survival (EFS) was defined as the time from diagnosis to relapse
for patients who experienced a relapse, time to death for non-relapsed
patients who did not survive or time to last follow-up for surviving patients
who did not experience a relapse. Cumulative incidence of relapse was the
incidence of relapse after CR with death in CR as a competing risk.

Statistical analyses
Differences in clinical variables according to mutation status were
investigated using Fisher’s exact test for categorical variables and the
Mann–Whitney U-test for continuous variables. Survival functions were
calculated using the Kaplan–Meier survival analysis and the differences in
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survival curves were compared using a two-sided log-rank test. Cox
proportional hazard models were used to estimate hazard ratios (HRs) for
univariate and multivariate analyses for OS, EFS and cumulative incidence
of relapse. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 12.0.1 for
Windows (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA) and EZR (Saitama Medical Center, Jichi
Medical University, Saitama, Japan).20 A two-sided P-value o0.05
indicated statistical significance.

RESULTS
Clinical utility of initial diagnosis: incidence and type of KIT exon
17 mutations
The AS-qPCR proved to be highly sensitive for detecting KIT exon
17 mutations of at least 200 copies per μl. We identified 69 cases
(62.2%) with KIT mutations in this study, a higher incidence
compared with what was reported in previous studies.2,17 Among
the patients with KITmutations, 30 (43.5%) had multiple mutations
according to this highly sensitive method: 23 with double
mutations and 7 patients with triple mutations; this finding is
novel (Figure 1).
In patients with t(8;21) AML, 63.5% (47/74) had KIT exon

17 mutations. Of the 47 patients, 28 had single mutation: D816 in
16 (D816V in 8, D816Y in 5 and D816H in 3) and N822K in 12 cases.

Nineteen patients had multiple mutations: 16 patients with double
mutations and 3 patients with triple mutations. In 37 patients with
inv(16) AML, 22 (59.5%) had KIT exon 17 mutations. Of the 22
patients, 11 had single mutation: D816 in 9 (D816V in 6, D816Y in
2 and D816H in 1) and N822K in 2 cases. Eleven patients
possessed multiple mutations: seven patients with double
mutations and four patients with triple mutations.
The relative mutant level was also obtained using AS-qPCR,

which was expressed as mutant allele copies per 100 KIT control
allele copies. In cases with more than one KIT exon 17 mutations,
all the calculated relative mutant levels were summed. The KIT
mutant allele level was variable (median, 0.3; range, 0.002–532.7).
The distribution of KIT allele level in all patients with KIT mutations
showed a double peak as the fiducial point of 10 (Figure 2a). D816
mutations revealed higher mutant allele level compared with
N822K (median, 0.7; range, 0.002–532.7 vs 0.1; 0.006–43.53,
P= 0.016; Figure 2b). The mutant allele levels in patients with t
(8;21) AML were not different from those in patients with inv(16)
AML (median, 0.5; range, 0.002–532.7 vs 0.1; 0.002–293.0,
P= 0.243; Figure 2c). Patients with multiple mutations did not
reveal a higher mutant allele level when compared with those
with a single mutation (median, 0.2; range, 0.002–490.9 vs 2.2;
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Figure 1. Prevalence and types of KIT exon 17 mutations found in 69 patients with CBF AML. The relative mutant level was expressed as a ratio
of the two populations (mutant allele copies/100 control allele copies). A low level of mutant allele was defined as o10 and a high level was
defined as ⩾ 10.

Figure 2. (a) Histogram of the relative KIT exon 17 mutant level found in 69 patients with CBF AML; comparison of KIT exon 17 mutant level
between (b) D816 vs N822K mutations; (c) t(8;21) AML vs inv(16) AML; (d) single vs double vs triple mutations.
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0.002–532.7, P= 0.077; Figure 2d). Eleven (36.7%) of 30 patients
with multiple mutations had a single dominant mutation
(allele level ⩾ 10) and other minor mutation(s), whereas
19 patients (63.3%) harbored mutations with a low allele level,
o10. Cloning analysis in cases with double mutations revealed
that D816V and N822K were on different alleles: 5 D816V clones
and 6 N822K clones, respectively, in one, 10 D816H clones,
6 N822K clones, respectively, in another, indicating that the D816
and N822 mutations are on different alleles.
Comparison of results from AS-qPCR with melting-curve analysis

was performed in 108 CBF AML patients. The concordance rate of
the presence of KIT mutations was 74.1% (80/108). All mutations
determined by melting-curve analysis could also be detected by
AS-qPCR assay. AS-qPCR was able to detect additional mutations
in 28 samples (19 with t(8;21) and 9 with inv(16); Supplementary
Figure S2a). The positivity of KIT mutations in these 28 samples
(AS-qPCR-positive and melting-curve analysis-negative) were
confirmed by MEMO-PCR (n= 18) and pyrosequencing (n= 10).
Mutant allele level of those samples was extremely low (median,
0.048; range, 0.002–6.8; Supplementary Figure S2b). The observa-
tions indicated that AS-qPCR used in this study has superior
sensitivity when compared with melting-curve analysis, without
decreasing specificity.

Clinical characteristics of patients with CBF AML according to KIT
mutation status in exon 17
CBF AML patients with a KIT mutation showed a significantly
higher BM blast percentage (77.0% vs 73.0%, P= 0.032) compared
with those without a mutation. There were no significant
differences in the distribution of gender, age and peripheral
blood cell count according to KIT exon 17 mutation statuses.
When analyzed in t(8;21) AML patients, the KIT mutation was
associated with high BM blast percentage and low CD34
expression. Differences were not observed in inv(16) AML.

All KIT exon 8 mutations were either small deletions or
insertions or combination of deletions and insertions involving
codon D419, causing its loss or replacement. KITmutations in exon
8 were found in 9 (8.1%) of the 111 CBF AML patients (2 with
t(8;21) AML and 7 with inv(16) AML) and 6 (5.4%) had concurrent
mutations in exons 8 and 17.
FLT3-ITD and -TKD mutations were detected in 6 (5.5%) and 3

patients (2.7%), respectively. NPM1 mutations were detected in 5
patients (4.5%); all were NPM1 exon 12 mutation type A. FLT3-ITD
and -TKD and NPM1mutations were not associated with the status
of KIT exon 17 mutations. These results are presented in Table 1.

Clinical significance of KIT mutation allele level determined
by AS-qPCR
We evaluated the prognostic impact of KIT mutations detected by
highly sensitive AS-qPCR. There was a tendency for lower OS and
shorter EFS in patients with KIT mutations, although these were
not statistically significant (P= 0.20 and P= 0.247, respectively).
Next, we re-evaluated the prognostic impact of KIT mutations
according to the mutant allele level. High mutant level (n= 26) is
defined when mutant level is ⩾ 10. The estimated 3-year OS was
lowest in patients with high mutant level (35.6%, P= 0.00496;
Figure 3a), although there were no significant differences between
patients with low mutant level (n= 43) and unmutated cases
(72.5% and 72.5%, respectively, P= 0.943). The estimated 3-year
EFS was also the lowest in patients with high mutant level (28.9%),
when compared with those with low (61.2%) and unmutated
(63.9%) patients (P= 0.0252; high mutant level vs unmutated,
P= 0.0193; high vs low mutant level, P= 0.0168; low mutant level
vs unmutated, P= 0.963; Figure 3b). In multivariate analyses, high
mutant level was associated with a statistically significant adverse
impact on both OS (HR, 2.927; confidence interval (CI): 1.487–
5.758, P= 0.002) and cumulative incidence of relapse (HR, 3.199; CI:
1.209–8.467, P= 0.019).

Table 1. Clinical characteristics and outcomes of the total 111 CBF AML patients according to KIT exon 17 mutation status by allele-specific
real-time PCR

CBF AML t(8;21) inv(16)

wtKIT (n= 42) mutKIT (n= 69) P-value wtKIT (n= 27) mutKIT (n= 47) P-value wtKIT (n = 15) mutKIT (n= 22) P-value

Gender (M/F) 22/20 46/23 0.134 15/12 33/14 0.204 7/8 13/9 0.457
Age (years) 42.5 (18–72) 44.0 (18–71) 0.836 41.0 (19–72) 44.0 (18–71) 0.902 46.0 (18–72) 44.5 (18–64) 0.914

Laboratory findings at diagnosis, median (range)
Hb (g/dl) 9.0 (5.0–12.8) 8.4 (3.5–13.3) 0.401 8.4 (5.0–11.9) 8.8 (3.5–12.6) 0.69 9.1 (5.9–12.8) 8.4 (6.3–13.3) 0.239
WBC (x1000/μl) 10.2 (1.2–194.5) 11.9 (1.4–241.6) 0.393 5.2 (1.7–58.5) 10.6 (1.4–100.9) 0.094 39.6 (1.2–194.5) 28.6 (1.6–241.6) 0.621
Platelets (x1000/μl) 52.0 (5.0–185.0) 38.0 (5.0–124.0) 0.233 58.0 (5.0–140.0) 41.0 (5.0–124.0) 0.227 46.0 (8.0–185.0) 36.5 (10.0–89.0) 0.877
PB blasts (%) 49.0 (0.0–98.0) 43.0 (6.0–98.0) 0.31 31.0 (0.0–84.0) 40.0 (8.0–98.0) 0.104 70.0 (10.0–98.0) 69.0 (6.0–98.0) 0.804
BM blasts (%) 73.0 (11.0–97.0) 77.0 (30.0–99.0) 0.032 60.0 (11.0–97.0) 75.0 (30.0–99.0) 0.042 76.0 (22.0–96.0) 77.0 (30.0–99.0) 0.412
CD34 (%) 81.3 (31.9–98.1) 77.0 (0.0–99.4) 0.375 81.8 (44.1–97.6) 73.5 (0.0–98.5) 0.029 80.2 (31.9–98.1) 87.5 (1.3–99.4) 0.272

Additional mutations
FLT3-ITD 0.673 0.662 NA
Negative, n (%) 39 (92.9) 65 (95.6)a 24 (88.9) 44 (93.6) 15 (100) 21 (100)a

Positive, n (%) 3 (7.1) 3 (4.4) 3 (11.1) 3 (6.4) 0 (0) 0 (0)
FLT3-TKD 0.557 NA 0.559
Negative, n (%) 40 (95.2) 67 (98.5)a 27 (100) 47 (100) 13 (86.7) 20 (95.2)a

Positive, n (%) 2 (4.8) 1 (1.5) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (13.3) 1 (4.8)
NPM1 0.648 0.647 NA
Negative, n (%) 41 (97.6) 65 (94.2) 26 (96.3) 43 (91.5) 15 (100) 22 (100)
Positive, n (%) 1 (2.4) 4 (5.8) 1 (3.7) 4 (8.5) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Extramedullary involve 0 (0) 5 (7.2) 0.155 0 (0) 4 (8.5) 0.29 0 (0) 1 (4.5) 1
HSCT status, n (%) 30 (71.4) 55 (79.7) 0.318 18 (66.7) 37 (78.7) 0.253 12 (80.0) 18 (81.8) 1
Auto-HSCT, n (%) 14 (33.3) 14 (20.3) 10 (37.0) 11 (23.4) 4 (26.7) 3 (13.6)
Allo-HSCT, n (%) 16 (38.1) 41 (59.4) 8 (29.6) 26 (55.3) 8 (53.3) 15 (68.2)

CR rate (%) 35 (83.3) 59 (85.6) 0.758 22 (81.5) 40 (85.1) 0.749 13 (86.7) 19 (86.4) 1
Relapse (%) 3 (7.1) 14 (20.3) 0.062 2 (7.4) 12 (25.5) 0.055 1 (6.7) 2 (9.1) 1
Death (%) 10 (23.8) 25 (36.2) 0.172 9 (33.3) 20 (42.6) 0.434 1 (6.7) 5 (22.7) 0.368

Abbreviations: AML, acute myeloid leukemia; BM, bone marrow; CR, complete remission; Hb, hemoglobin; HSCT, hematopoietic stem cell transplantation; ITD,
Internal tandem duplication; NA, not applicable; mutKIT, patients with KIT exon 17 mutations; PB, peripheral blood; TKD, tyrosine kinase domain; WBC, white
blood cell; wtKIT, patients without KIT exon 17 mutations. aFLT3-ITD, FTL3-TKD: inv(16) AML patients with KIT exon 17 mutations, n= 21.
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Changes of KIT mutation status after treatment
We evaluated the changes of KIT mutation status after treatment
to understand the biologic behavior of leukemic subclones.
Follow-up BM samples were obtained from 27 patients carrying
KIT exon 17 mutations at diagnosis and who had achieved
hematologic CR. The KIT mutant allele levels decreased with the
decrease of fusion transcript (Figures 4a and b). We evaluated KIT
exon 17 mutations in both diagnosis and relapse samples in 13
cases (Supplementary Table S2). At the time of full relapse, six
revealed detectable mutations and increased fusion transcripts
(nos 1–6; Figure 4b). There was a wide distribution of mutant allele

levels at the time of relapse (median 11.8, range 3.2–60.1). Three
of six patients harboring multiple KIT mutations at diagnosis lost
the minor mutations while retaining dominant mutation at
relapse. In 2 patients (nos 5 and 6) with double KIT mutations at
diagnosis, initially detected minor mutations had increased. The
initial allele level of minor KIT mutations was low (0.2 and 0.01,
respectively) and increased to 40.9 and 4.9 at relapse, respectively
(Figure 4c). Five of 13 relapsed patients revealed undetectable KIT
mutations, unlike increased fusion transcript level (Figure 4d). No
cases demonstrated newly developed KIT mutations that had not
been observed at diagnosis.

Figure 3. Prognostic impact of KIT exon 17 mutations by allele-specific real-time PCR in CBF AML patients. (a) OS, (b) EFS, mutKITHigh, relative
mutant level ⩾ 10; mutKITLow, relative mutant level o10.

Figure 4. The kinetics of changes of relative KIT mutant and fusion transcripts (RUNX1-RUNX1T1) levels at diagnosis, after induction therapy
and during follow-up in four representative patients with KIT exon 17 mutations. (a) One patient who achieved hematological remission
without relapse: KIT mutations were not detectable during follow-up after induction therapy. (b) One patient with leukemia relapsed: the
mutant allele level in KIT had a similar tendency to those of fusion transcripts. (c) One patient with double KITmutations (D816Y and D816V) at
diagnosis relapsed with the minor mutation (D816V). (d) Unlike a rapidly rising fusion transcript level, D816V mutation was detected at initial
diagnosis but not at relapse.
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DISCUSSION
In this study, we developed a new AS-qPCR method to detect
KIT exon 17 mutations in AML. The method is very sensitive; the
overall incidence of KIT mutations at initial presentation was
62.2%. The sensitive melting-curve analysis revealed 35.2%
incidence of KIT mutations, which was used to verify the
sensitivity. A previous study showed similar results, with KIT
mutations detected in 34% of adult CBF AML cases analyzed by
melting-curve analysis.5 More sensitive mutation-based PCR
reported higher detection rates (46.2%), when compared with
direct sequencing (19.2%) in t(8;21) AML.6 We ruled out possibility
of the false positivity of the low-level mutations using comple-
mentary assays such as MEMO-PCR and pyrosequencing. There-
fore, we speculate that the melting-curve analysis did not detect
the majority of mutations with low level, and the high KIT
mutation rate in this study was caused by additional patients
having a low mutant level within the leukemic cell population.
CBF AML is heterogeneous with regard to the KIT mutation.11

This study demonstrated that multiple KIT exon 17 mutations are
not infrequent phenomena in CBF AML. A total of 43.5% of the
patients with the KIT mutations contained multiple mutations.
Most common were the dual mutations of D816H and N822K,
followed by those of D816Y and N822K. This high rate of multiple
mutations was detected because of the high sensitivity of AS-
qPCR. There are a few reports on multiple KIT exon 17 mutations in
the same individuals as the incidence is very low.2,11,21 The cloning
analysis showed that D816 and N822 double mutations were
located on a different allele or on different cells. D816 or S821 and
N822 mutations have been reported on the same or different
allele.2,21 Mutant level in patients with multiple mutations was
not different from those with single mutation. On the contrary,
the sum of allele levels of multiple mutations was lower because
the majority (63.3%) was composed of low allele level mutations
(o10) without dominant mutations. Based on results from this
study, we presume that the leukemic cells in CBF AML may harbor
multiple genetically distinct and quantitatively small populations
of subclones, in addition to the dominant KIT-negative leukemia
clones at initial presentation. These tiny mutations are not
detectable with Sanger sequencing or melting-curve analysis.
The prognostic impact of KIT mutations remains controversial,

although KIT mutation is associated with poor prognosis in CBF
AML patients, and alternative studies have recently quantified the
KIT mutant allele level, which is measured by the pyrosequencing
technique that is less sensitive than AS-qPCR is. The range of KIT
mutant level was very wide in our study, similar to previous
studies, which reported heterogeneity in mutant level (median
38%, range 5–78%).3 It has been reported that the mutant allele
level, rather than the presence or absence of mutations in the
FLT3, N-ras or p53 genes, is more significant prognostic factor in
AML patients.22–24

Relatively few studies to date have evaluated the mutant level
in KIT gene. Allen et al.3 reported that the high KIT mutant level
was a significant adverse factor for relapse and OS was also lowest
for the high mutant level group. A standardized analytical method
with considerable sensitivity and accuracy is essential to minimize
the unpredictable influence of KIT exon 17 mutation. It is also
important to homogenize the calculation method for each
heterogeneous mutation site using adequate reference genes
and to determine a more significant cutoff level. We selected the
relative mutant level calculated by a ratio of mutant allele copies
per 100 control allele (mutation-unspecific region of the KIT gene)
copies.
Mutant level in cases with multiple mutations was determined

as the sum of each mutation. The sensitivity of the AS-qPCR was
very high, thus the limit of detection was o200 copies per μl in
both D816 and N822 mutations. We grouped the KIT exon
17 mutant level with a cutoff of 10 on the basis of mutation

distribution. A high mutant level was an independent poor
prognostic factor for OS, EFS and cumulative incidence of relapse,
although the presence or absence of mutations as detected by
AS-qPCR did not show significant difference in prognosis. These
findings suggest that the prognostic impact of mutations cannot
be explained simply by the presence or absence of molecular
abnormality, when the KIT mutation-positive group included cases
with low mutant levels detected by a highly sensitive method. On
the other hand, a low mutant level (o10) did not reveal
prognostic significance when compared with KIT wild type.
The follow-up of KIT mutation status after treatment demon-

strated that KIT mutations became undetectable or gradually
negative in patients during CR. These findings were consistent
with those of an earlier study, which reported that the KIT
mutation was undetected by allele-specific PCR in t(8;21) AML
following CR.25 In addition, we performed a comparative analysis
on paired diagnosis and relapse marrow samples. Patients
harboring the KIT mutations at diagnosis retained the identical
mutations at relapse, suggesting that KIT mutations have an
important role in the leukemogenesis in a substantial number of
CBF AML patients. However, five patients in this study had lost KIT
mutations at relapse, which implies that the outcome of patients
with CBF AML does not appear to be as homogeneous as their
cytogenetic definition and KIT mutations alone are insufficient for
transformation. There have been few studies on the molecular
alterations associated with the relapse of CBF AML. We were also
unable to find acquisition of new mutations involving KIT exon
17 at relapse. In one case with multiple mutations at diagnosis,
minor leukemia clone with the KIT mutation detected by only AS-
qPCR at diagnosis became dominant at relapse. This finding was
similar to a previous report, in which a minor leukemia clone
harboring KIT mutation at initial presentation developed resis-
tance to treatment and became involved in relapse.6 However, the
low-level leukemic cells with KIT mutations could not be detected
with a less sensitive method, suggesting expansion of minor
clones associated with drug resistance at relapse that could
not be detected at diagnosis because of limited sensitivity of
methods may be misinterpreted as clonal evolution.26 The results
emphasize how accurate and quantitative mutation detection
with a highly sensitive assay is necessary to understand the
biologic behavior of KIT mutations at diagnosis and after
treatment. Therefore, the use of KIT mutations as an independent
marker for MRD monitoring seems to be limited in a subset of CBF
AML patients because of the heterogeneity and instability of
leukemic clone. The possible evolution of KIT mutations should be
further explored and analyzed in future studies.27

In conclusion, we have successfully developed a highly sensitive
detection method to identify common KIT mutations and quantify
the relative mutant levels. The small populations of leukemic
cells with KIT mutations could be detected and the linearity
was excellent. The incidence of KIT exon 17 mutations in CBF
AML patients is highest and the heterogeneous populations of
leukemic cells exist as minor subclones along with the dominant
leukemia clones. High mutant level (⩾10) was a poor prognostic
factor rather than the KIT mutation positivity. The highly sensitive
and quantitative measurement of the KIT exon 17 mutation is a
valuable tool in evaluating prognosis at diagnosis and subsequent
patient follow-up. Taken together, the study’s results show
the necessity of a prospective therapeutic strategy to improve
the clinical outcome for a specific group of patients with a high
mutant allele level.28
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